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Welcome  
To the next edition of our What’s Happening At Wecon Services “WHAWS” news-
letter. We have had a moderately busy winter season to date and just like so 
many people we speak to, cannot wait to get started on all the exciting things 
for this upcoming spring season.  

This quarter we are proud to launch our newly revamped web site, although 
some areas are still in the final stages of development initial feedback is very 
positive. Please take some time to have a look, and, as always any and all com-
ments are welcomed.    

What’s Happening At Wecon Services        
Installation is now complete for the new picking and sortation system for a  

     cosmetics manufacturer, Pick to Light, Trash handling and automatic  
     sortation are all up and running 

Modifications to a very large sortation system 
     for a major electronics distributor are  
     complete, all went well and more  
     modifications are planned 

Installation of phase two is now complete for      
     a book warehouse, all system modifications   
     were completed around the day to day  
     production with no down time 

Phase 1, 2, and 3 are now complete for a  
     local food distribution system, all the new  
     equipment is up and running just in time for  
     the busy season right around the corner.  
     Similar systems are planned for both Eastern  
     and Western Canada this year 

Installation crews have been very busy at a  
     printing facility in Toronto with constantly   
     growing demands, as always we are up to the    
     challenge 

A major snack food producer has again called upon us to design, supply and 
install additional equipment as well as modify and existing system so they 
will be ready for the expected increase in product demand 
A pharmaceutical company has just relocated their operation and the    

     existing packaging system needed to be decommissioned, transported,  
     re-installed and commissioned over the course of a single weekend. With our  

 

     “Guaranteed Results” the customer had no worries it would be completed in     
     Time   
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A transport provider has taken advantage of the huge savings we were able  
     to offer with our used equipment. Designed, supplied and installed at about  
     half the cost of new equipment 

Another cosmetics provider required some custom conveyor solutions and we 

 

     were able to manufacture exactly what they required 
A new wheel and tire supplier facility is being built in Western Ontario and  

     one of our installation crews is very busy with the overhead and floor  
     mounted equipment installation of almost 4000 feet of  conveyor 

Co-packaging companies are very busy and as always we are there to  
     provide any equipment necessary for them to meet their ever increasing  
     demands 

Our service department is very busy with regular maintenance and our  
     growing list of loyal customers. It looks like it will be set to expand again in    
     the very near future  

SORTATION CONVEYOR   

Sortation conveyor is basically any conveyor that 
will allow product to be automatically sorted to  
either another conveyor or a downstream  
processing area.  

There are many types, styles and sizes of sortation 
conveyor ranging from Pushers to Right  
Angle sorters to wheel diverters Shoe sorters and 
even Cross Belt Sorters. All of these have specific 
features and are generally rated by the number  
of sorts they are capable of as well as the type of 
product they are required to handle. Even more  
so than any other conveyor equipment these units 
must be applied properly to satisfy any system 
requirements.  Most of these popular styles are 
available from about 18” wide to 60” wide as  
standards with special sizes available.  

Pusher Sorters  

One of the least productive of any sortation conveyor. This style is a  
combination of a standard conveyor that incorporates a pusher that will literally 
push a product off of it onto an adjoining piece of equipment, usually at 90  
degrees. In certain cases the pusher component can be added to existing  
conveyor equipment  
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Right Angle Sorters  

A popular style of sorter conveyor, great for its use of floor space and reliability. 
With this style of sorter there is a powered pop mechanism that is activated at a 
precise time to automatically divert product to the next area required, be it  
another operation or a palletizing area. Good for moderate sort rates and can 
easily justify the investment required.  

Wheel Diverter Sorters  

Similar to the right angle sorter except capable of a higher sort rate. This is a 
very popular sorter type and available in both roller and belt models running at 
speeds of up to 300 feet/.min. Options and details are many and need to be dis-
cussed in detail prior to purchasing this type of equipment. One of the newest 
models is the NBS 30 Turbo. This enhanced version of the original NBS 30 is 
now capable of speeds over 400 feet/min. and sort rates of over 150 cases/ min.  

Shoe Sorters 
One of the highest rate sorters available. There are a few different versions of 
this style but basically this sorter will handle almost any product at a very high 
sort rate and is capable of speeds over 600 feet/min. Something that needs to 
be addressed with this style is the induct and controls that are required to make 
this sorter work properly. Depending on the level of sophistication required the 
induct and controls required can be extremely detailed and expensive. This style 
of sorter is generally reserved for our customers with extremely high throughput 
rates.  

Cross Belt Sorters 
Very similar to the shoe sorter except 
this style is capable of handling small 
and odd shaped products and          
extremely high sort rates. A very 
popular choice for high volume letter/
small package customers. Again the 
level of induct and controls involved 
with this style needs to be discussed in 
great detail before we would even offer 
this product as a solution   
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Next Issue   
More on Picking The Right 
Conveyor Equipment  

We began our review of the most ba-
sic types of conveyors beginning with 
an overview of Gravity Wheel and 
Roller conveyors, then on to Trans-
portation, Accumulation and Sortation 
Conveyors. 

Next issue we put together a system 
using all the above. 
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